
Fence - Above Ground
 

Butress or buttress
Yes GLI above ground fence will work on a pool that has butresses. They should only 
come about halfway up the pool wall but if they go to the top our fence will not work.

Cantar vs GLI
Only the brackets have changed since Cantar. All other parts are compatible.

Gate
• If installed correctly then gravity will close the gate making it self closing.
• Gate Hardware Kit comes with 1 bag of (10) # 2 x 1” screws and (56) #8 x ¾” 

screws

Installation Questions
Can	the	fence	be	installed	around	a	Ladder?	 See installation instructions. 
The ladder should be right next to an upright – if there is not an upright at that 
point an artificial upright should be made to fit in that area. 
What	is	an	arti5icial	upright?	 This is a 4x4 piece of wood installed on the 
side of the pool to allow the AG fence to be installed appropriately.
How	can	the	fence	be	cut	to	size	by	the	customer?		Using hack-saw, PVC saw 
or circular saw 
Can	an	above	ground	fence	be	installed	on	rounded	uprights?		No, it must be 
installed on a flat surface.
Material Specs
Fence	material - Resin
Screws - Galvanized Steel -NOT stainless steel

Posts



An END	POST has pre-punched holes on one side so that the rail can fit into it, a post 
will not have these.
There will be a POST	CAP	on the top of the upright only. The bottom is left open so water 
will drain out.

Shipping Information
Does	the	AG	fence	ship	on	a	pallet?	 3 or more sections will ship on a pallet.  Class 85 

Top Seat or Cap and Required Kits
Top seats or caps are the top rails of the above ground pool between the uprights. See 
the photo below.
															REQUIRED	KITS	BY	POOL	SIZE
POOL	SIZE #	TOP	SEATS REQUIRED	FENCE	KITS

8 RD 12 1A, 2C

12 RD 10 1A, 1C

15 RD 10 1A, 1C

21 RD 14 1A, 2B

24 RD 16 1A, 2B, 1C

30 RD 20 1A, 4B

12X24 OV 18 1A, 2B, 2C	

15X30 OV 20 1A, 4B

18X33 OV 22 1A, 4B, 1C
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